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Engineering intricate metal parts utilizing photo chemical etching.  

 

Shimifrez is Canada’s leading 

manufacturer of precision metal parts  

utilizing precision photo chemical etching 

or milling (PCM). Instead of stamping or 

laser cutting, photo chemical etching 

produces highly accurate and identical 

components for small and large batches. 

With no effects on magnetic properties or 

physical deformations, PCM excels at 

producing burr free micro components 

with tolerances down to ± 0.01 mm. 

 

Virtually all industries utilize small 

precision metal components including 

aerospace, defense, telecommunication’s, 

fashion, micro electronics, medical 

devices, renewable energy and many 

more.  

State of the art production machinery and 

trade secrets ensure components work to 

the most exacting tolerances. Components 

regardless of hardness can be 

manufactured in stainless steel, brass, 

nickel alloys, beryllium copper, kovar, 

invar, phosphor bronze, aluminum, DCB 

and more. 

 
  

SEVERAL MICRO COMPONENTS 

AVOID RECURRING EXPENSES 

 Instead of investing in hard tooling, 

Shimifrez offers dramatically lower photo- 

tooling costs due to the elimination of 

physical components required to form 

parts. Avoid expensive international 

shipping and complicated customs 

paperwork by utilizing Canada’s only PCM 

manufacturing facility located in the GTA.  

 

 

WORLD CLASS TECHNOLOGY AT THE 

REGIONAL LEVEL 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

RAPID PRODUCTION & TURN AROUND 

 
Shimifrez is dedicated to exceeding the 

expectations of our partners by offering 

unparalleled execution and expedition of 

every possible step  including 

communications, reviewing drawings, 

submitting quotes, completing production 

runs and shipping components back. 

 

 



SCREENS AND MESHES      

 

FILTRATION MESH  

Photo chemical etching easily and economically reproduces intricate part geometries 

with extremely fine resolution. Brittle and fragile materials subject to breakage during 

the stamping process can be photo chemically etched without difficulty. 

Unlike stamping, photo-etching yields a burr-

free product resulting in cleaner yet more 

efficient screens which feature tighter tolerance 

hole sizes and greater dimensional stability than 

woven wire mesh making them ideal for 

applications requiring frequent cleaning.  

 

 

 

Shimifrez fabricates custom Electromagnetic 

Interference (EMI) and Radio Frequency 

Interference (RFI) board level shielding that 

assures the performance and maintainability of 

today’s most innovative equipment. 

 

EMI/RFI shields provide isolation for board level 

components and reduce the disturbance that   

affects an electronic circuit due to either 

electromagnetic induction or radio frequency 

disturbance. Photo etched board level shielding 

offers true flexibility in design by allowing holes 

and slots to be added for maximum heat 

dissipation and optimal circuit operations. 

Engineering intricate 
metal parts utilizing 
photo chemical etching.  

FINE MESHES & FILTERS  
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EMI/ RFI (BOARD LEVEL SHIELDING) 

 

Dimension from 1 x 1 mm up to 300 x 380mm      

Thickness from 0.01 mm up to 1mm  

Quantities from 1 to 1,000,000+ pieces                          

Tolerances +/-10% of the metal thickness 

Delivery time for the first 1000 pieces in 2-3 weeks 

OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS 



The PCM manufacturing process begins by cleaning the 

sheet metal and coating it with a light sensitive resist. 

The coated metal is then exposed to ultra violet light 

through the photo tool from both sides, hardening the 

photo resist where exposure takes place. The resist on 

the unexposed area is rinsed off during development, 

leaving the metal bare where the chemicals can make 

contact and begin the etching cycle. The process utilizes 

sprayers from above and below the metal allowing for 2 

designs to be utilized creating features such as step etch 

levels, nozzles, bend lines for 3D components and more.   

 

Once the appropriate metal has been removed the 

component is cleaned of all resist leaving a burr and 

stress free component with no chemical or physical 

alterations such as hardness or strength.  Attributes of Photo Chemical Etching 

• No mechanical stresses built into product 

• Etched components have no burrs or rough 

edges 

• Properties of metals are consistent & unaltered 

• Modification to tooling can be done quickly and    

  economically 

• There is no limit to quantity of production runs 

• Any shape and complex apertures can be  

  etched 

• Phototool’s properly handled have the capacity     

  for unlimited reproductions. 

THE PCM PROCESS AND ITS APPLICATIONS  
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Engineering intricate metal parts 
utilizing photo chemical etching.  

PROCESSOR LEED FRAME 
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TYPICAL COMPONENTS : 

 

 

 

 

Engineering intricate metal parts utilizing photo chemical etching.  

Shipping Address 
55 Administration Road Unit 30 
Concord Ontario 
L4K 4G9 
 
Email Address 
photoetch@Shimifrez.com 
 
Phone number 
1 905 695 6898 
 
Fax number 
1 905 695 6899 
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or place a tag line or quote here. 
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- Stencils 

- Mesh/ grids 

- Fluid channels 

- Encoder Discs 

- Rupture discs 

- Shims/spacers 

- Sensor grills 

- DCB circuits 

- Test probes 

- Pin Holes 

- Contacts 

 

 

 

- Targets / Sights 

- Filtration (gas,light,liquid) 

- Flexture arrays 

- EMI/RFI shields 

- Leed frames 

- Stators & Rotors 

- Flat springs 

- Fuel Cell plates (BPP) 

- IC Leed frames 

- Evaporation mask 

- Diaphragms 
 

 


